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ABSTRACT
Trying to figure out how a biological process works can be tricky
as there are so many different elements involved. Targeted muta-
tions to the DNA can be used to disable binding or transcription
of a certain protein, but this could have an effect on other parts.
Modelling this using an agent-based model can be a good solution
as long as you have reliable data from experiments. This includes
binding probabilities of protein. However such data may not al-
ways be available or accurate enough. The subject of this paper is
to show the possibility of testing a hypothesis and simultaneously
get a good idea of the parameters with an agent-based model us-
ing to a genetic algorithm to come up with the parameters for the
model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fimbriae are hair-like attachments that E.coli bacteria can grow.
With these fimbriae they can attach themselves to host cells and
can even penetrate them. Because of their ability to penetrate cells,
infections with E.coli bacteria are very hard to treat, so it is imper-
ative we learn more about the way the fimbriae are regulated.
The main method of researching the processes within a bacterial
cell is by making focused mutations of the DNA. However, a mu-
tation can have further effects within the cell, then just the process
focussed upon. therefore an effect attributed to a certain DNA frag-
ment or protein can in fact have an impact via a different mecha-
nism. One can try using a computer model to simulate the process,
but for this one needs additional parameters to work to model. This
paper is to show an attempt in testing the model with a minimum
amount of experimental data, and is a first in combining agent-
based modelling with genetic algorithms.
Here the focus will be on the hypothesis that the protein H-NS will
act as a repressor for fimB expression and the protein SlyA will be
acting as an antagoniser of H-NS preventing it from binding to the
DNA. Identified are two SlyA binding sites called OSA1 and OSA2

and a possible third site called OSA3 The sites OSA1 and OSA3

overlap not only with each-other, but also with an H-NS binding
site.
H-NS represses fimB expression and is antagonised by SlyA. FimB
in turn will switch the fim-switch (fimS) ON which will start the
production of fimbriae. While the switch is turned ON FimE will
be formed which will stimulate fimS to switch OFF.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Previous attempts have been made at modelling certain aspects of
E.coli bacteria, for example by means of differential equations [4,
5], where there is focus on the individual cell and the processes
within or the focus is on the entire population [3].

These models are very useful for understanding how a single cell
operates in terms such as cell growth or nutrient uptake and metaboli-
sation, but when looking at a process which is not continuous, such
as cell division, it does not resemble actual bacteria. For this rea-
son we can use agent-based models [9, 11]. These two models had
the fortune of having good experimental data available to acquire
parameters for there model.
One of the parameters required is binding affinity, and therefore we
test the hypothesis by using an agent-based model supported by ge-
netic algorithms.
A reason for using this method is that there is no direct way of mea-
suring binding affinity of the protein SlyA. SlyA has a dissociation
constant KD over the entire DNA of 16− 24nM . Normally when
doing these gel shifts at different concentrations of the protein for
testing its binding affinity clear bands appear for the parts where
the protein is bound to the DNA. These bands also should appear
at every experiment at roughly the same location as for example
LRP as shown by [12]. For unknown reasons gel shifts with SlyA
produce irregular banding. The only band at the same location is
that of the unassociated DNA. If this were the case then we could
have used a similar method as [13] used in their model for calcium-
calmodulin interaction.
The genetic algorithm should help in finding the missing parame-
ters, although the goal of this research is not to find these parame-
ters, but use the parameters found as a second test.
There are many interpretations on how fim expression is regulated
in Escherichia coli [10, 12]. A main regulatory process in the ex-
pression is down to a fragment of DNA that can be expelled and
reinserted in opposite direction [2, 1]. It can be seen as a real [8,
14] switch turning from OFF to ON and back. Also is known that
the switch is regulated by the protein FimB and FimE, where FimB
is expected to turn the switch from OFF to ON and FimE favours
the OFF position.
It is not clear how the processes work that regulate fimB expression.
An idea is that H-NS (Histone-like nucleoid-structuring) protein [7]
represses fimB expression and SlyA — a protein first discovered in
Salmonella — antagonises H-NS [6]. These are just a fraction of
the several different regulatory binding sites for FimB.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
To test the hypothesis 5 models were created (table 1). The compu-
tational model starts out with generation a population of solutions
for the parameters we call genes. The solutions are tested and get
a fitness assigned. This is stored in an output-file. The test is done
by feeding the solutions into a test environment, where it will be
assigned to the behaviour of the individual cells.
The model is to be fit on experimental data obtained from replace-
ment mutation experiments. These mutations include RM39, RM40
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Model Summary
1 Basic model
2 As model 1, but no effect of RM39 and

RM42 on H-NS
3 As model 1, but effect of OSA1 and OSA3

are forced to be 50% or more
4 Combination of the models 2 and 3
5 Effects of binding of SlyA to the different

sites is separate from effect of replacement
mutations + inclusion of SlyA mutation

Table 1: Summary of differences in the 5 models.

and RM42, where RM39 replaces OSA1, RM40 replaces OSA2 and
RM42 replaces OSA3. RM39 and RM42 have a direct effect on the
binding of H-NS. In wild type background the absence of H-NS
is tested and as with the other experiments either with or without
SlyA present.
The first generations of genes/parameters are randomly created.
After being tested for their fitness, the best solution is kept for
the next generations and the rest of the solutions are generated by
means of cross-over. The candidates for cross-over are selected by
tournament selection, where from a selection of four solutions the
two strongest are mixed. The new solutions are then subjected to
random mutation, where one of the genes is altered.
For every test a new environment is created in which a fixed num-
ber of afimbriate cells start out. Each individual run is saved as a
text file, containing the number of fimbriate and afimbriate cells at
each iteration.
The parameters found are part of a second test. Firstly the model
should go towards an optimum and secondly, the parameters pro-
duced should be scrutinised with what we know about the process
from biology.
The basic model includes effects of binding of OSA1, OSA2 and
OSA3 and the combinations of 1+2 and 2+3 on H-NS binding, as
does RM39 and RM42. The effect of the replacement mutations is
assumed to be the same as the effect as OSA1 or OSA3 binding to
the DNA. The difference between the 5 different models is shown
in table 1. In total there are 14 parameters or genes in the genetic
algorithm.

4. RESULTS

The genetic algorithm goes in most circumstances to an optimum.
For models 1, 2, 4 and 5 the final results compare very favourably
with the experimental results. Still, the acquired parameters have
some problems with their biological validity.
The parameters show in model 1, 2 and 4 that both OSA1 and OSA3

(overlapping with the H-NS site) have no effect on the binding of
H-NS, or the effect of H-NS on fimB expression. As binding of
SlyA and the effect of mutation in these models is assumed to be
the same, the effect of RM39 and RM42 is also expected to be zero.
This cannot be the case as these two binding sites overlap directly
with H-NS and should thus have a direct effect on H-NS.
In model 5 the effect of the mutation and the binding of SlyA is
separated. In this case we see an effect of binding of SlyA to both
OSA1 and OSA3, but the effect of RM39 and RM42 comes out as
0% and 1% respectively. RM40 which has no overlap with the H-
NS site is expected to have an effect of 8%.
A further discrepancy is that the fim switch is easily switched from
ON-to-OFF, but quite difficult to switch from OFF-to-ON. The
model produces fimbriate cells in the same ratio as in biological
experiments, so maybe the switch behaves like this in real life.

5. DISCUSSION

The validity of the assumptions in two ways, firstly the model has
to reach an optimum by genetic algorithms. From this perspective
we see that the models 1, 2, 4 and 5 seem to do this. The only
model that doesn’t go to an optimum is Model 3. The restriction
causes it to not go to an optimum, with a least square error (lse)
of 10. Model 4 which is based on model 2 and 3 comes closer but
has a big variation, where the lse goes down to 2.9. This value is
combined with a large variation in results.
The next step is to look at the parameters generated. We can ignore
the results for model 3 as it failed to reach an optimum in our first
test and also model 4 can be put in doubt, certainly with the rather
large errors.
Firstly observing the parameters that say at what concentration of
FimB the switch has a 50% probability of going from Off to On
and at what concentration the switch has 50% probability of turning
Off. In the values obtained here in every model it is quite unlikely
for the switch to be in the ON position, or if it does happen only
very briefly. We have to note here that in experiments normally is
found that only 1% of the cells is in fimbriate state.
The results from model 1 it is implied that neither SlyA binding to
the DNA at OSA1 or OSA3 has any effect on H-NS, nor the muta-
tions of these sites, RM39 or RM42. In Model 5 we see an effect
for SlyA binding to OSA1 and OSA3 but no effect of RM39 and
only slight effect of RM42 (G12 and G14). Since these sites over-
lap directly with H-NS we expect there to be a definite effect.
Model 2 is ignored out of hand even though it has the lowest lse of
the five models, but the assumption, like in model 4, that the muta-
tions RM39 and RM42 have no effect on H-NS cannot be accepted
as biologically valid.
Since we don’t find that the parameters can be seen as biologically
valid, this may point to a flaw in the hypothesis. Further testing
is necessary in the actual computer model and further research to
the correct hypothesis has to be continued. Our estimation is that a
further identified H-NS site should be taken into consideration, as
well as a possible repressor site located further upstream from the
fimB site.
Further indications on running the computer model without having
SlyA bind to OSA3 seem to indicate that this site may not actually
be a SlyA binding site. this is backed up by the fact that the OSA3

site does not conform to the consensus of the normal SlyA binding
site. OSA1 and OSA2 have a relatively close fit with the consensus
for SlyA, but OSA3 is a bit off.
A quick test using the same computer model, but preventing SlyA
from binding to OSA3 seems to indicate that this may be the case,
but still doesn’t fit perfectly with experimental results, therefore
implying that there must be further interaction taking place. There
are some small clues towards these other interactions, but further
modelling as well as further experiments need to be done to con-
firm the existence of these other interactions and binding sites.
Recent, but yet to be published research seem to support the idea
of just two SlyA binding sites, and seems to go as suggesting four
H-NS site, with direct overlap with both of the SlyA sites.
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ABSTRACT
Program evaluation is typically the most computationally expen-

sive part of evolutionary approaches to automatic programming.

This research looks at the feasibility of using complexity metrics

as a way of avoiding unnecessary expensive evaluations. Our anal-

ysis of program complexity indicates that, for different problems,

certain ranges of complexity do give a higher density of highly fit

programs.

1. INTRODUCTION
In evolutionary optimisation algorithms it is necessary to evalu-

ate the quality of candidate solutions to determine their chance of

survival through to later generations. Where the candidate solutions

are programs, such as in Genetic Programming [8], the individu-

als must be executed, often multiple times. This is an expensive

process, particularly for tasks such as image processing problems.

Improving the performance of the evaluation step, or reducing the

number of evaluations required, will therefore be hugely beneficial

to the rate at which the search space can be navigated. The work

we present here is a preliminary study into the feasibility of using

complexity metrics as part of a system to give such a performance

boost.

2. BACKGROUND
The problem of evaluation performance has been tackled with a

number of different techniques in the literature. Some approaches

focus on parallelising the code [1, 7] or otherwise seeking raw per-

formance gains through inventive uses of hardware, such as GPUs [6].

Others take a less bruteforce approach, by caching subtree fitness [10],

or compilation of genomes down to machine code [4].

All these techniques seek to optimise individual evaluations. In

contrast, the system we propose in section 5, attempts to avoid eval-

uation of many programs entirely. This would be achieved by se-

lectively choosing which programs to evaluate according to their

complexity score. For this to be possible, a sufficient relationship

must exist between the program’s fitness and complexity scores.

Establishing whether this is the case is the primary purpose of this

paper.

Complexity metrics are often used in the field of software mea-

surement to provide a quantifiable measure of software quality.

Many different complexity metrics have been proposed [9, 3, 5],

primarily with the purposes of identifying software modules that

will be difficult to test or maintain, or to hint at the reliability of

the code. McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity [9] is possibly the most

well known of these, and so is the one we consider here.

Cyclomatic complexity is a measure of the number of control

paths through a program. For example, a program devoid of condi-

tional statements or loops would have just one execution path and

so have a cyclomatic complexity of 1, whereas a program with one

’if’ statement would have a score of 2, due to having two indepen-

dent paths possible. Significantly, the cyclomatic complexity is not

merely a measure of program length or depth and is only loosely

related to those measures. Throughout the rest of this paper, cyclo-

matic complexity will be referred to simply as complexity.

3. METHOD
It is hoped that this work will be applicable to all evolutionary

programming systems but for the purposes of presenting experi-

mental data, this study will use the grammar guided approach out-

lined by Whigham [11], which he calls Context Free Grammar GP

(CFG-GP) as provided by the EpochX GP framework [2]. 100 runs

of the algorithm were performed on each of even-five parity, Santa

Fe trail and 6-bit multiplexer. The parameters used for each run are

outlined in tables 1, 2 and 3. After each generation of each run,

the fitness and complexity of all candidate programs in the pop-

ulation were calculated and logged. Standardised fitness is used

here, where zero is the best achievable fitness score. If any solu-

tions obtained a zero fitness score then that run was terminated and

execution continued with the next run.

Table 1: Even-five parity parameter tableau for CFG-GP
Raw & standardised fitness: Number of inputs producing in-

correct outputs, on all 25 possi-

ble cases.

Population size: 500

Number of generations: 100

Maximum program depth: 8

Mutation probability: 0.1

Crossover probability: 0.9

Table 2: Santa Fe trail parameter tableau for CFG-GP
Raw fitness: Number of pieces of food be-

fore the ant times out with 600

operations.

Standardised fitness: Total number of pieces of food,

minus the raw fitness.

Population size: 500

Number of generations: 100

Maximum program depth: 10

Mutation probability: 0.1

Crossover probability: 0.9

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Table 3: 6-bit multiplexer parameter tableau for CFG-GP

Raw & standardised fitness: Number of inputs producing in-
correct outputs, on all 26 possi-
ble cases.

Population size: 500
Number of generations: 100
Maximum program depth: 8
Mutation probability: 0.1
Crossover probability: 0.9

The results of our experiments are shown as heatmap charts in
figures 1, 2 and 3. The charts show the density of programs found
at each fitness/complexity point throughout all runs. A brighter
cell indicates a greater density of programs, while black signals no
programs.

Each of the charts illustrates particular problem traits. The boolean
problems of even-five parity and 6-bit multiplexer show a higher
density of programs of middle fitness or better. This should be ex-
pected since on a boolean problem, any candidate solution which
attains more incorrect results than correct merely needs to undergo
a mutation to negate the entire program to give a more than 50%
correct program. This is in contrast with the Santa Fe trail chart
where the highest density of programs is at the lowest fitness score.

Figure 1: Density of programs discovered with each fit-

ness/complexity score on the even-five parity problem.

It is worth noting that the results for the Santa Fe trail show that
no zero fitness programs were located, so further work will be re-
quired to ensure that a suitable parameter set is being used here, but
it is expected that the spread of complexities would remain similar.

The 6-bit multiplexer and Santa Fe trail both show a region of
very low complexity which appears to be insufficiently complex
to sustain highly fit programs. This is not the case with even-five
parity, which concurs with what we know about the problem; that
it is essentially easier to solve. The property that is of real interest
in the context of this paper, is that the most fit programs are found
with a lower density at higher complexities. This implies that it
should be possible to focus evaluation efforts at lower complexities
without damaging the search’s ability to locate solutions.

5. FUTURE WORK

The results discussed above show that there is a potential use
for the cyclomatic complexity metric in the evaluation of evolved
programs. But, for it to be useful in practice it needs to be shown
to hold for a wider set of problems. In particular, testing its ap-
plicability to any class of problems with an expensive evaluation

Figure 2: Density of programs discovered with each fit-

ness/complexity score on the Santa Fe trail problem.

Figure 3: Density of programs discovered with each fit-

ness/complexity score on the 6-bit multiplexer problem.

procedure, such as image processing tasks, would be valuable. It
would also be necessary to analyse the specific ranges of complex-
ities that are of interest in different problems. Beyond further anal-
ysis the next step would be the actual implementation and use of
these metrics to improve performance of real runs.

An alternative benefit that has not been discussed in this paper is
the use of complexity metrics to improve the readability of code by
humans. This is another area for future work.
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ABSTRACT 
An access control system based on policy is more flexible than a 
hard coded id-based access control system. Recently privacy has 
become an important concern with regard to electronic data. 
Hence the necessity has arisen to include privacy policy in the 
access control system. These privacy policies can come from 
different authors such as issuer, data subject or keeper of that 
personal data. Organizations dealing with private data need to 
include these privacy policies coming from different authorities 
with their access control policies. In this paper a design is 
proposed for a system which can handle the inclusion of privacy 
policies from different authorities through the use of sticky policy 
paradigm and has capability to include multiple policy languages 
in the same infrastructure.  

Keywords 
Privacy policy, PDP, Application dependent PEP, Application 
Independent PEP, Master-PDP, Obligation, Obligations Service. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Privacy protection of personal data is an important requirement 
placed upon the organisations handling electronic private data. 
Organisations need to collect personal data for different business, 
promotional, research and operational purposes. The organisations 
need to ensure the privacy of these data. Now-a-days people are 
being more concerned about the privacy of their personal data. 
Different laws [2, 12] also exist to support protection of privacy of 
personal data. To support these pressures a system designed to 
provide privacy of personal data should have the following 
capabilities: 

1. Sticky Policy Paradigm: A mechanism to have privacy 
rules from different authorities such as issuer, data 
subject or keeper of the personal data. In a traditional 
access control system only the organisation’s authority 
can set the access control policy which makes the 
system unsuitable for privacy protection. Our proposed 
system will accept policies from different authorities 
and will include them with the access control policy 
through the use of a sticky policy paradigm (where data 
and the related policy are stuck together). 

2. User Friendly Interface: Need to have a user friendly 
interface in order to allowing the creation of privacy 
policy by non-technical people. We plan to provide such 
a user friendly interface, where users can define policy 
with simple tick boxes. 

3. Obligations: Need to include obligations (for example 
notifying the subject or deleting the data after a certain 

period) with the access decision which a traditional 
access control system is unable to do. 

4. Distributed Enforcement: Need to have a mechanism 
for distributed enforcement of privacy policy. In our 
proposed system the privacy policy will not only be 
stuck with the private data within the system or while 
leaving the system but also will be enforced by any 
receiving organisation.   

5. Multiple Policy Languages: Need to include multiple 
policy languages. In a distributed environment it cannot 
always be assumed that all the systems will use the 
same policy language. If a privacy policy with the 
private data arrives at a system which does not support 
that particular policy language then the system will not 
be able to implement the policy. Our proposed system 
will co-ordinate many different policy languages. 
Conflict resolution strategies are also designed to 
resolve conflicts among decisions returned by many 
different Policy Decision Points (PDPs). 

 
Section 2 includes a literature review of the current research in 
this field. A brief description of the system is provided in section 
3; conclusions and acknowledgements are covered in section 4 
and 5. 
 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
IBM’s security research group has been doing research on privacy 
protection of customer's data collected by enterprises [4-6, 1, 10]. 
They used sticky policy paradigm where personal data are 
associated to the privacy policy and passed together while 
exchanging data among enterprises. This research on privacy does 
not provide a way to accommodate different policy languages. 
The obligations of obligation model are simply activity names 
such as log, notify, getConsent etc. without a way to actually 
enforce the obligation [6]; where our model provides a way to 
implement the application independent obligations.  
 
Marco Casassa Mont  of HP has provided a way of transmitting 
encrypted confidential data with obligations to other parties[8], 
[9]. They used the sticky policy as an IBE (Identity Based 
Encryption) key for obfuscation of data [9]. The trusted authority 
will issue the decryption key only if the requester acknowledges 
the compliance to the disclosure policies. Nevertheless, this model 
does not include multiple policy languages and the trusted 
authority could be considered a single point of failure. Our model 
ensures the distributed enforcement of sticky policy through the 
use of obligation. 
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3. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM 
In our model the conventional PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) of  
XACML [11] is replaced by two components – AppDep PEP, 
which works as a conventional PEP and Application Independent 
PEP which acts as an interface to the application and helps to 
implement application independent obligations. 

 
Figure 1. Privacy protected authorisation model 

 
Obligations are actions that must be performed when a certain 
event occurs. When the event is an authorisation decision, then the 
obligations are actions that must be performed before, after or 
along with the enforcement of the authorisation decision. 
Obligations Service is the component responsible for enforcing 
these obligations which we distinguished as before, after and with 
obligations. 
The CVS (Credential Validation Service) does the validation of 
credentials issued by different authorities.  
The Policy Store stores each policy with a given unique ID - the 
Policy ID (PID). The Sticky Store keeps binding of PIDs to 
Resource ID (RID). The Master PDP is the component that calls 
multiple subordinate PDPs (Policy Decision Point) and combines 
the decisions returned by the PDPs to form a single access 
decision. The Master PDP has a conflict resolution policy that 
resolves the conflict among the authorisation decisions returned 
from the multiple subordinate PDPs 
Each subordinate PDP is comprised of the policies. When an 
access request comes to a PDP it consults the policies and returns 
a decision and optionally obligations. Each PDP has the following 
attributes: 

• the PID of the policy it is loaded with  
• the author of the policy (used to determine the policy 

authority) 
• the date that the policy was written 
• the list of resource types covered by the policy (used to 

determine its specificity) 
 

3.1 Conflict Resolution Policy 
A conflict resolution policy (CRP) consists of multiple conflict 
resolution rules (CRRs). The default CRP is read in at program 
initialisation time and additional CRRs obtained from the 
subjects’ and issuers’ sticky policies can be dynamically added to 

it. Each conflict resolution rule (CRR) comprises a condition, a 
decision combining rule (DCR), an author and a time of creation. 
The conditions of the CRRs are tested against the request context 
by the Master PDP to see which decision combining rule to use.  

All the PDPs are ordered according to a built-in precedence rule. 
When the DCR of the chosen CRR is first applicable the Master 
PDP calls each subordinate PDP in order, and stops processing 
when the first grant or deny decision is obtained. Any not 
applicable results are ignored whilst any indeterminate results are 
only returned to the AIPEP if there is a problem with the request 
context such as format mismatch.  
 
For deny overrides and permit overrides the Master PDP will call 
all the subordinate PDPs and will combine the decisions with the 
following semantics:  
- DenyOverrides – A Deny result overrides all other results. If 

there is no Deny result, then Indeterminate overrides Permit 
and NotApplicable. If there is no Indeterminate or Deny 
result, Permit overrides NotApplicable. 

- PermitOverrides – A Permit result overrides all other results. 
If there is no Permit result, then Indeterminate overrides 
Deny and NotApplicable. If there is no Indeterminate and 
Permit result then Deny overrides NotApplicable. 
 

3.1.1 Precedence Rules 
The built-in precedence rules determine the precedence to resolve 
conflicts of PDP and CRR.  

The following precedence rules are used, in order: 
1. The higher authority overrides lower authority [7]. Higher 
authority is determined from the authority hierarchy. The 
highest authority is the Law, and then the issuer of the data, 
then the data subject and finally the keeper of the data has the 
least precedence.  
2. If more than one policy or CRR is written by the authority 
at the same level of hierarchy, then the specific overrides the 
general [3],[7], [13] precedence is used.  
3. If more than one policy is available for the same specific 
resource/subject, then the new overrides the old [7] 
precedence is used. This is determined from the date the 
policy was written. 

4. CONCLUSION  
We have designed the system in a way that when implemented 
organisations can integrate it with a minimum alteration to their 
existing systems and the systems can do the privacy enforcement 
automatically. 
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ABSTRACT
The generation of adaptation plans, one of the activities of a self-
adaptive software system, is a complex process that depends on
several factors, which may change during the system operational
lifetime, such as its operational state and environment. Hence, self-
adaptive software systems should be able to generate adaptation
plans during run-time. In this direction, this paper presents a gen-
eral overview of our research for developing a framework for the
automatic generation of adaptation plans based on the use of sys-
tem models, artificial intelligence planning techniques and work-
flows. In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we have con-
ducted some experiments where this framework is used for generat-
ing during run-time the workflows that coordinate the architectural
reconfiguration of a self-adaptive software system.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is commonly agreed that a self-adaptive software system should
be able to modify its own structure and/or behaviour at run-time due
to changes in the system, its requirements, or the environment in
which it is deployed. In order to determine the actions to be taken to
adapt itself, a self-adaptive software system observes and analyses
itself and its environment, and if an adaptation is deemed to be
necessary, an adaptation plan is generated for altering the system
in a controlled manner. These activities are usually captured in
terms of a feedback control loop containing four key phases, that
is, monitoring, analysis, planning and execution.

The process associated with the self-adaptation of software depends
on several factors that may change during the system operational
lifetime. Hence, adaptation plans should be dynamically generated
for dealing with the variability and uncertainty involved in the self-
adaptation process. Some existing approaches for self-adaptation
focus on the definition of mechanisms for the selection of adap-
tation plans using policy-based languages for the specification of
adaptation plans [2, 3], while others have focused on the infras-
tructure for executing adaptation plans [6, 7]. These approaches
require the definition at design-time of each possible adaptation
plan and each system condition that triggers an adaptation. How-
ever, at design-time it is not possible to anticipate all possible con-
texts of self-adaptation. For example, when dealing with archi-
tectural reconfiguration of web services, one is not able to know
at design-time, all available resources and possible configurations
from which the reconfiguration plans are defined.

This problem has been partially solved by using Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI) planning technology to generate adaptation plans to-
gether with the system architectural configuration [1]. However,

by mixing the selection of a configuration with the generation of
plans, the scalability of the planning task has been affected. More-
over, this approach also requires the definition at design-time of a
different planning model for each application being targeted. An-
other solution that has looked into the same problem has explored
techniques for comparing models and priority rules for identify-
ing adaptation plans, which allows the reconfiguration of a soft-
ware architecture by promoting its reuse in different applications
and execution platforms [4]. However, this approach also requires
the definition at design-time of all possible variations in the sys-
tem architecture, and all possible adaptation rules. Moreover, it has
been shown that the use of priority rules is not enough for generat-
ing plans [5] (e.g., dealing with the reconfiguration of components
in arbitrary states and complex dependencies relationships among
them).

In this context, the aim of this research is to investigate the au-
tomatic generation of adaptation plans for self-adaptive software
systems. Our objective is to develop a framework for dynamically
generating adaptation plans based on the use of model-based, AI
planning and workflow management technologies. We want to pro-
vide a dynamic solution that does not need to know at design-time
all the possible architectural configurations for the system, and that
improves the scalability of the process for generating adaptation
plans.

2. SOLUTION OVERVIEW
We follow the trend in which the generation of adaptation plans is
divided in two problems: i) the selection of a configuration; and ii)
the generation of the workflow for instantiating the selected con-
figuration. In this context, our work is focused on the problem
of generating a reconfiguration plan (a workflow) for a given con-
figuration, assuming the existence of mechanisms responsible for
selecting a configuration for the system.

Our approach for the generation of reconfiguration plans is fur-
ther divided in two levels of abstraction: strategy and tactics. At
the strategy level, we generate abstract workflows considering the
workflow objective and its structure in terms of its constituent tasks
and the control flow relationship among them, without identifying
the actual resources that will be used during the plan execution. At
the tactics level, we generate concrete workflows by identifying the
actual resources that will be used during the plan execution. It is
important to note that at the strategy level, the resources associ-
ated with the tasks are referred to by a logical name, which should
be sufficient to identify the actual resources at the tactics level. In
this way, an abstract workflow can be implemented using different
combinations of resources.
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tions. Hence, an abstract configuration model describes a system
configuration in terms of the functional properties of its architec-
tural elements, identifying the structure of the system, but abstract-
ing away from the actual instances of the architectural elements.
On the other hand, a concrete configuration model describes a sys-
tem configuration in terms of the actual architectural instances, and
their respective attributes. Therefore, in a manner similar to plans,
an abstract architectural configuration can be instantiated into dif-
ferent concrete configurations depending on the availability of ac-
tual architectural instances.

Figure 1: Overview of the workflow generation process.

An overview of the generation process is presented in Figure 1.
At the strategy level, we obtain the current system configuration
and the selected abstract configuration. The configuration models
are translated into a planning problem that is used as input to an AI
planner. The planner output is then translated into a workflow spec-
ification. The activities of this level are represented by the Gener-
ated abstract workflow activity. At the tactics level, an abstract
workflow is converted into a concrete workflow by replacing the
logical names with the actual resources identified in the selected
concrete configuration. In case there is a problem while executing
a concrete workflow, a new concrete configuration is selected and
a new concrete workflow is generated. If it is not possible to gen-
erate a concrete workflow (e.g., there are not enough resources),
the process goes back to the strategy level, where a new abstract
workflow is generated. This division between strategy and tactics
helps to reduce the time necessary for finding a plan, since it is not
necessary to know about all available resources in the environment,
but only about the resources involved, which are represented using
logical names.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In order to evaluate our work, we have developed a prototype in-
frastructure for supporting the generation process, and used this
infrastructure for conducting some experiments. We have also de-
veloped a second generation process based on the work presented
in [1], where the system configuration is selected by an AI plan-
ner. These experiments considered the time necessary for generat-
ing a concrete workflow for deploying a configuration, where we

changed the number of components and connections involved in
the configuration for changing the size of the generated workflow.
Our initial results comparing both processes is presented in Figure
2.

Figure 2: Initial experimental results.

Our initial results demonstrate the feasibility of our approach for
generating adaptation plans. However, more experiments are nec-
essary to fully evaluate our approach, including configurations with
bigger number of components for evaluating its scalability, the use
of other planning techniques, and further comparison with other
existing approaches.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main focus of our work is the definition of a framework for au-
tomatic generation of workflows. In this paper, we have presented
a general overview of our generation framework and its application
in the context of self-adaptive software systems. Our next steps in-
clude the investigation of exception handling mechanisms for deal-
ing with failures during the execution of dynamically generated
workflows, and the application of the defined generation process
in the context of self-adaptation of business processes.
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ABSTRACT

The use of computer systems for recording information has pro-

liferated in recent years; however, facilities for recording how this

data has come to be in its present state have only recently started to

catch up. The goal of the provenance-aware computing field is to

enable computer systems to record the provenance — a record of

lineage or pedigree — of data in such a way that enables users to

query and effectively use this previously unrecorded information.

In this paper we look at how facilities for recording and retriev-

ing provenance have been introduced to the interactive statistical

environment and programming language CXXR, which is a C++

flavour of the popular R project.

1. INTRODUCTION

The term provenance has — according to the Oxford English

Dictionary — been in use since the 18th century to mean “The fact

of coming from some particular source or quarter; origin, deriva-

tion”, and since the 19th century to refer to “The history of the

ownership of a work of art or an antique, used as a guide to authen-

ticity or quality; a documented record of this”. Today, provenance

is a well-understood concept in many different areas, including art,

antiques and memorabilia; however, it is only relatively recently

that the term has been used in the context of computing.

1.1 Provenance-Aware Computing

We consider the provenance of an item of data to be “the pro-

cess that led to that piece of data" [5]. Information that describes

the origin of data is becoming not only of increasing use, but also

necessity, as computer systems have taken on significant roles in

many disciplines recording and managing data. There is currently

significant interest in creating provenance-aware computer systems

for use in areas as diverse as e-science, medical physics (CT, MRI,

fMRI, PET etc.), proteomics, finance and weather monitoring. This

field has developed rapidly over the last decade, and is now reach-

ing maturity with the Open Provenance Model for the representa-

tion and exhange of provenance information [7].

1.2 CXXR

CXXR is a variant of R, which is an open-source implementa-

tion of S. S is a language and interactive environment for statistical

computing, graphics and exploratory data analysis [1]. It was de-

veloped during the mid-1970s at Bell Labs by John Chambers and

Richard Becker. S emerged from Bell Labs at around the same time

as the C programming language, and this is reflected in both its

syntax and name. Despite this, S uses the semantics of a functional

programming language, including employment of lazy evaluation.

The most significant landmark in the history of S was reached

in 1988 when ‘New S’ was released in 1988, sporting a new fea-

ture entitled S AUDIT [2]. While a user operated a session within

New S, a record was maintained of each top-level expression eval-

uated, as well as objects read from and written to during the course

of evaluation. The accompanying S AUDIT program was able to

process this record and allow the user discover details of the ses-

sion, including the full sequence of statements evaluated; which

statements are responsible for reading from, or writing to, a partic-

ular object; or simply providing a list of all objects in the session.

Therefore, New S became one of the first provenance-aware soft-

ware applications, and even featured a primitive provenance visu-

alisation in the shape of an audit plot: features that were at the time

innovative, and remain novel to this day.

While S as an application continues life as a commercial product

called S+ retailed by TIBCO [10], the language, library and en-

vironment have been reimplemented as part of the open-source R

project [9]. Crucially, R has never had S AUDIT-like capabilities.

CXXR is a project to reengineer the fundamental components of

the R interpreter from C into C++ while fully preserving function-

ality of the standard R distribution [8].

Within R — and CXXR likewise — the user evaluates expres-

sions on a command line. An expression entered on the command

line is referred to as a top-level expression, as opposed to a subex-

pression such as 1+2 in the top-level expression a <- 1+2. When

this top-level expression is evaluated, a binding is created between

the symbol a and the object that results from evaluating the sub-

expression 1+2 — an integer vector comprising a single element,

3.

1.3 Provenance-Aware CXXR

The principal objective of this work is to enable CXXR to iden-

tify the following information of a given binding: -

• The process that led to it – the sequence of commands exe-

cuted;

• Its ancestors – which other bindings it depends on;

• Its descendants – which other bindings depend on it.

Due to the divorce of object values from the symbols by which

they are referenced, a novel approach to provenance attribution is

required. Rather than recording reads from and writes to objects,

we need to record reads from and writes to bindings.

2. IMPLEMENTATION

The fundamental addition to CXXR required for recording prove-

nance is the introduction of read and write monitors, which are trig-

gered when a binding is either read from or is created or overwrit-

ten.
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Figure 1: Class collaboration diagram

2.1 Storing

Three C++ containers have been introduced to store various as-

pects of provenance information.

The Provenance class is central to storing provenance for a

binding. It is composed of the timestamp of when the binding was

created; the top-level expression that was being evaluated; the sym-
bol that is bound; and references to the parentage and children of

the binding.

Binding B1 is a parent of binding B2 (and conversely B2 is a

child of B1) if binding B1 was read in the course of evaluating

the top-level expression that gave rise to binding B2. Parentage is

represented by the Parentage class, which inherits from the C++

Standard Template Library (STL) std::vector class, and stores

pointers to Provenance objects.

A ProvSet of provenance objects is used to store references to

Provenance objects. This collection is an std::set, and its mem-

bers are ordered by time of creation. It is used primarily for storing

references to children.

The class collaboration diagram for the relationship between new

classes and existing CXXR classes is shown in Fig 1.

2.2 Recording

The mechanism responsible for reading commands from the stan-

dard input, evaluating them, and printing the result is known as the

Read-Evaluate-Print-Loop (REPL). Provenance for each REPL it-

eration is recorded according to the following algorithm: -

• Begin with the following empty collections:

– Seen set: Provenance of bindings either read from or

written to;

– Parentage list: Provenance of bindings read from (in

sequence).

• On read of binding to symbol x:

– If x is not in the Seen set, add it to Parentage and Seen.

• On write of binding to symbol y:

– Create a new Provenance object comprising:

∗ A reference to the current top-level expression;

∗ A reference to symbol y;

∗ A reference to the current Parentage;

∗ The current timestamp;

∗ An empty set of children;

– Register the new Provenance object as a child of each

of its parents, as recorded by the current Parentage list;

– Associate this Provenance object with the Binding of y;

– Add y to Seen.

2.3 Retrieval

In order for the user to be able to interrogate provenance infor-

mation a couple of new R commands have been introduced. The

provenance(x) function returns a list detailing the provenance of

the current binding of x: the date and time of its creation, the ex-

pression immediately responsible for its current state, its symbol,

and a list of both its parent and child Provenances.

The pedigree(x) function describes the full sequence of com-

mands executed that led to the current binding of x. A full ancestry

is collated by recursively looking at each Provenance’s parentage

starting from x; ordering all ancestors by time of binding creation;

and printing their respective expressions, which are by definition

relevant and their order chronological.

3. CONCLUSION

This work demonstrates how it is possible to introduce facilities

for provenance-awareness into an interactive, command-line driven

statistical environment.

Recording process documentation for the purpose of reproducible

computing in R has previous been researched in Sweave [4], a sys-

tem based on concepts of literate programming [6]. Making appli-

cations provenance-aware is not in itself a new concept [3]; how-

ever, CXXR presents some unique challenges. These include the

way in which provenance is represented conceptually as an attribute

of a binding is novel; the user interface concerns; as well as how

individual language features are necessarily modelled to capture

complete provenance.

Looking forward, one of our foremost priorities is to enable cross-
session provenance tracking. That is to say, when the user termi-

nates a session, the objects are serialised along with relevant prove-

nance information so the user is able to restore the session with

not only object data, but also the provenance of how the data was

derived.

CXXR is currently only provenance-aware in two areas: the user

workspace, and the standard library. Provenance-awareness will

eventually be extended to cover all other areas, such as local func-

tions, and new methods for inspecting provenance will need to be

designed.
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